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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A two-system cluster has three failover service groups as shown
in the exhibit. The RedSG and WhiteSG service groups are online
on node1; the BlueSG service group is online on node2. All
resources are enabled and critical. Which action does VCS take
when a resource in the WhiteSG service group faults?
A. The WhiteSG service group enters a faulted state on node1,
and the RedSG service group is taken offline.
B. The WhiteSG service group enters a faulted state on node1,

and the BlueSG service group is taken offline.
C. The WhiteSG service group enters a faulted state on node1
and fails over to node2.
D. The WhiteSG service group enters a faulted state, and the
RedSG service group remains online.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which statement about a patient's right to refuse care is
correct?
A. EMTs should leave immediately whenever a patient says that
he or she will refuse care.
B. A child who is old enough to understand danger is old enough
to refuse care and transport.
C. An adult patient who is of sound mind and understands the
consequences can refuse treatment.
D. No one can authorize treatment or transport for any other
individual, regardless of his or her age.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
An adult of sound mind can refuse treatment, but the EMT should
first make an effort to clearly explain the consequences;
refusal of treatment should be documented in writing.

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user has configured an ELB to distribute the traffic among
multiple instances.
The user instances are facing some issues due to the back-end
servers.
Which of the below mentioned CloudWatch metrics helps the user
understand the issue with the instances?
A. HTTPCode_Backend_3XX
B. HTTPCode_Backend_4XX
C. HTTPCode_Backend_5XX
D. HTTPCode_Backend_2XX
Answer: C
Explanation:
CloudWatch is used to monitor AWS as well as the custom
services. For ELB, CloudWatch provides various metrics
including error code by ELB as well as by back-end servers
(instances..
It gives data for the count of the number of HTTP response
codes generated by the back-end instances. This metric does not
include any response codes generated by the load balancer.
These metrics are:
The 2XX class status codes represents successful actions
The 3XX class status code indicates that the user agent

requires action The 4XX class status code represents client
errors The 5XX class status code represents back-end server
errors
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